
If you are reading this then I thank you for taking the time to see what I have to share. The slides in this presentation are going to try and explain years worth of 
trial and error, sweat, more tears than my man card allows me to admit, and yes I did bleed once I think, and for the sake of argument lets just go with that. 

If you take nothing away from this but a headache and some lost time then I hope this next bit of wisdom that I impart on you sinks in. As with my teenagers, and 
most things in my life, I trust but verify. There has to be some part of you that can press the “I believe” button and just go with it, and SAS has a whole lot of 
those buttons built into it. The one I am going to let you peek at is the one that dictates how SAS processes the code you throw at it. 

Some of what you are about to see may not surprise you, and if that is the case then you know this button well, and hopefully this may just be a “wow that’s a 
cool way to do it” journey for you. 

If you find yourself trying to keep the grey matter from exploding through your ears, and you loose an hour just staring at one slide trying to figure out what level 
Jedi I might be then know this, I am not a wizard of the top order, I am not a code god, I am but a fella that figured out how to use the way SAS processes data 
and built code to take advantage of it. If you are in this group of people I highly suggest researching PDV papers and learning about input buffers (this is an 
excellent place to start, http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/lrcon/62955/HTML/default/viewer.htm#a000961108.htm). I have spent more hours than I 
wish to count teaching PDV to our junior SAS coders because they simply were never told about it and never thought to ask, but once they learn and start to 
apply it, their SAS code matures exponentially. 

So again sit back, grab a tankard of rum, or another beverage of your choosing, and enjoy the ride; I suggest the rum.

An Advanced SAS program designed by a scientist

http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/lrcon/62955/HTML/default/viewer.htm#a000961108.htm


The Excel file is a piece of work in and of itself, 
and I will briefly describe it and provide an 
example version with the article.

The upper left section (blue) is a data collecting 
area where the operator will enter the specific 
information about the experiment. Things such 
as their name, initials, the panels used, the 
serials, the date, that sort of demographic 
metadata. 

The lower left section (green) is an area that 
they can put the specific lot numbers for the 
strips. One thing I did not mention is that the 
plates also come in a variety that can be taken 
apart in strips, either vertical, vertical 2X, or 
horizontal, and that some experiments required 
different lots of strips to be run in the standard 
8x12 plate configuration; so I needed to know 
what row or column had which lot of strip in it 
(these things keep life interesting). 

The section to the right (salmon) is just some 
basic instructions for using the template.

Excel data collection 
template



Not only have included some simple user features I 
have also developed some VBA to create SAS code 
for me based on the dynamic nature of the tab 
naming in the file. I knew that the operators would 
throw me curveballs in naming the tabs so I got 
ahead of them and put this crafty bit of VBA in the 
file that I can execute and extract tab names. 

It nicely puts the tab names in column B and then I 
just copy and paste into the SAS program. I am sure I 
could get even more crafty and try to get SAS to pull 
these in first then assign them to macro variables 
and then drop them in the code for use, but the 
issues that are faced with excel I sometimes get 
corruption in a tab and have to copy it plain text and 
rename the tab. It would be very difficult to parse 
through the macro variable code to find out which 
tab was the trouble maker. As my Drill Instructor 
always said “Keep It Simple, Stupid!” so this is the 
simplest way to get it done, and the easiest way to 
detect errors in the file (he would be so proud!). 

Here is the excel vba:

Sub ListSheetNames()
Dim R As Range
Dim WS As Worksheet
Set R = ActiveCell
For Each WS In ThisWorkbook.Worksheets

R.Value = WS.Name
Set R = R(2, 1)

Next WS
End Sub



As you will see in the code later there is a tab for plate maps (what 
samples are where) and a tab for dilution maps (0=neat, 500 = 1:500, 
that sort of thing). Each map is placed equidistance apart and oriented in 
the same manner so it makes it easy to add more if necessary. 

The maximum I have ever run though the program at once time is 38 
plates, but I have no idea what capacity would be, I guess it depends on 
memory limitations in excel. So I could crank this puppy up to 2Gig of 
data in excel and see what it does, but I am not sure my boss, both at 
home and at work, would find that a good use of my time.



Here is one version of the output of the plate 
reader ( I routinely come across three 
distinct variations). It has some plate reader 
generated metadata on it in the A1:B7 
column, and the raw optical density (for 
plate 1) in the 96 cell grid A8:L15. 

The entire program is predicated on the 
assumption that every single raw OD tab will 
be structure the same as the one before it; 
but the structure is insignificant and just 
means a new global macro needs to be 
created for the output format (I have three 
different macros to handle the variants I 
see), and then the program code modified to 
use the global macro for the plate reader 
structure being used. If that rule is violated 
then the whole enchilada falls apart. 

My macros are named:
Hardiware_metadata
Hardiware_metadata2
Hardiware_metadata3

I imagine I could create another switch for 
this, but it’s a quick enough fix in the code; 
you will see the switches and the code soon I 
promise, bot no we are not there yet! 



These may seem really basic to many of you but for others this may be some really “AH HA” information.

1. SAS is a space delimited code, so in your programming spaces are important. If you are naming variables, entering data, or anything else that has a space then always 
replace it with an underscore. For example if you name a variable “Juice Type” SAS will create two variables “Juice” and “Type”, instead use “juice_type”. This is the 
same for data sets; for example (data Juice Type; set inventory; run;) will create two datasets “juice” and “Type” each with the data from inventory in it. Remember 
spaces count. 

2. SAS has two variables that are always there and you can use to your advantage (“_N_” and “_ERROR_”). This is where understanding how SAS is naturally processing 
your data can help you to write code that takes advantage of it. You are going to look at the rest of this slide deck and scratch your head wondering why I am not 
controlling things more. The answer is simple, I an trusting that SAS is executing the same way every time I evoke a proc import, or a create a dataset from another.

For example: when I read in a raw od plate it creates a dataset that SAS names the variables F1-F12, every time, without fail! Understanding that then I can 
write a universal bit of code that allows me to repeat if as many times as I want and know that the data will be right each time. Then I can create a bit of 
code to transpose that to columns, and as long as I use that method of transposition against every plate map I process then every one of them will process 
the same, and I don’t have to create some convoluted primary key to link them together, I just use _N_, because I understand how SAS is processing and I 
can trust that it does it the same every time. That’s why with all of my merging I am using a variable called “counter”, because “counter” is equal to “_N_”. 

3. Placement of executable code within a code block is important. When you ask SAS do to something it will do it in the order you ask it to. For example: If you set a 
dataset before defining a Length statement its too late, SAS has already created the variable on its own. You have to define the length before the set; or if you are 
performing any math this is vital, as it may change the values you are collecting. For example: if you round before you add then round again the number may be 
different enough to have statistical significance, versus if you add then round the final number. 

4. The single most important rule I have ever learned and passed along is the RFR rule (Rule of First Reference). If you don’t use templates for data collection, or if you 
are not explicitly controlling variable creation in your SAS code then you are telling SAS that you trust it to evaluate and determine the best parameters for variable 
creation or data types. So if you are combining two datasets with similar data structure but different data lengths, and you do not define a length statement for the 
variables then SAS sets the variable lengths to what the first listed dataset is, and if the second data set has longer strings of data in the variables it will be truncated. So 
you have to undersatdn that the first time SAS sees something it will believe it and apply it wither or not its right, or if it truncates data, it will also not tell you it is 
doing that. 

Some really basic SAS



/********************************************************************************/

/*  Program: Electronic plate data collection from defined template             */

/*           General plate experiment data recording template.xlsx              */

/*                                                                              */

/*  Purpose: To read in electronically generated plate od data                  */

/*              a. generate dataset                                             */

/*                                                                              */

/*  Programmer: Chris Pillsbury                                                 */

/*  Data - SE serum egg study   */

/*  Output                                                                      */

/*          validated dataset                                                   */

/**** Modification History ******************************************************/

/*     WHEN    WHO  WHAT/WHY                                                    */

/*   mm/dd/yy xxx  short note as to what changes effected                      */

/*  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*   08/05/2014 CAP final modification for SE MSA.                              */

/*                                                                              */

/*                                                                              */

/********************************************************************************/

options mautosource sasautos = “network location of your choosing\MacroLibrary";

/*****************************************/

/* Libname statements */

/*****************************************/

libname plateary "R:\network location of your choosing";

Of course if you are running this on a SAS server then you would need to use 
UNC instead of mapped drive. So instead of the mapped drive location it would 
look something like this; libname plateary “\\host-name\share-name\file_path”;

https://www.lifewire.com/unc-universal-naming-convention-818230

As we get into the program it is worth it to note that it is simply 
good form to have some notes and structure present to help 
you and others decode the genius code you create, otherwise 
its just a mess to try and figure some things out

First thing you notice is the options that I am calling. You must 
create a macro library for the global macros and I suggest 
reading some white papers on the subject as I am not going to 
go into much detail on how to do them in this article. 

Marco Library rules:  must be in a network location, the name 
that you assign for the macro you must also name the program. 
Below is a snapshot of the file names for the macros you are 
about to see.

https://www.lifewire.com/unc-universal-naming-convention-818230


/*Answer the following questions*/

/* Q1 - Is there an Access databse? (enter YES or NO)*/

%let database_y_n = NO ; 

/*Q1a - what is its location?*/

libname database “network location of your choosing\USDA Sample database V1.0 

- Copy.accdb" ACCESS=READONLY;

/*Q1b - What are the names of the tables?*/

%let sample_table = Sample_Library;

%let results_table = Reference_Testing ;

/*Q2 - How many plates are accounted for in the template?*/

%let MC117 = 38;

%let gspark = 1;

/*Q3 - Please verify the product code*/

%let product_code = XXXX_XX_;

%let exp_id = egg_serum;

/*Q4 - What is the location of the template to be used?*/

%macro file_location;

DATAFILE = “network location of your choosing\data recording template 5-8-

15.xlsm";

%mend file_location;

Next is a series of questions that are designed to flip “switches” within 
the program. 

Q1: We have standard Access databases that we deploy to the teams 
so they can track samples and demographic data. These databases are 
built using the variables defined in our SAS data dictionary, so variable 
lengths and types are universal and accepted without need to format 
them in SAS. This question turns on the global macro that imports the 
Access database tables, and provides the location of the DB, and table 
names. 

Q2: This question asks how many plates are expected to be processed, 
and drives the iterations through the global macros (MC117). 

Q3: Is a data validation code, it just makes sure that the expected 
product code is received, or if one was not available at the time of 
experimentation it will write it to the dataset. It also is used in the 
naming of the final dataset creation.

Q4: This question asks the location of excel template and will be used 
in the global macros as they iterate through the file. 

On a side note if you are not using a data dictionary 
of variables then I cannot express to you how 
important it is and how much time it will save you. 
Stop everything and make one now! This is a 
snapshot of what mine looks like.



/*tab names*/

%let plate_tab1 = plate 1 ;

%let plate_tab2 = plate 2 ;

%let plate_tab3 = plate 3 ;

%let plate_tab4 = plate 4 ;

%let plate_tab5 = plate 5 ;

%let plate_tab6 = plate 6 ;

%let plate_tab7 = plate 7 ;

%let plate_tab8 = plate 8 ;

%let plate_tab9 = plate 9 ;

%let plate_tab10 = plate 10 ;

%let plate_tab11 = plate 11 ;

%let plate_tab12 = plate 12 ;

%let plate_tab13 = plate 13 ;

%let plate_tab14 = plate 14 ;

%let plate_tab15 = plate 15 ;

%let plate_tab16 = plate 16 ;

%let plate_tab17 = plate 17 ;

%let plate_tab18 = plate 18 ;

%let plate_tab19 = plate 19 ;

%let plate_tab20 = plate 20 ;

%let plate_tab21 = plate 21 ;

%let plate_tab22 = plate 22 ;

%let plate_tab23 = plate 23 ;

%let plate_tab24 = plate 24 ;

%let plate_tab25 = plate 25 ;

%let plate_tab26 = plate 26 ;

%let plate_tab27 = plate 27 ;

%let plate_tab28 = plate 28 ;

%let plate_tab29 = plate 29 ;

%let plate_tab30 = plate 30 ;

%let plate_tab31 = plate 31 ;

%let plate_tab32 = plate 32 ;

%let plate_tab33 = plate 33 ;

This is that section of SAS code that was generated by the excel 
macro. A simple copy past and 30+ lines of let statements are added 
to the code, no need to retype each tab name.

/*********************************************/

/*Do not modify below this line */

/********************************************/

/*****************************************/

/* Access Database   */

/*****************************************/

%macro yes_no_database;

%if &database_y_n = YES

%then %AccessDatabase;

%mend yes_no_database;

%yes_no_database

This is the first switch.

If the answer to question one was YES then the 
macro calls the global macro to import the access 
database; using Q1a libname and Q1b let statements.

If the answer was NO then this code is ignored.



%macro AccessDatabase;

/****************************************************************************/

/*DATABASE Step 1  Read in tables from Access database */

/****************************************************************************/

data sample_library; set database.&sample_table; run;

data reference_testing; set database.&results_table; run;

/****************************************************************************/

/*DATABASE Step 2  Remove duplicates from the datasets */

/****************************************************************************/

proc sort data=sample_library nodupkey

dupout = sampledups

out= Dupsamplesort; 

by unique_animal_id; 

run; 

proc print data = sampledups;run;

proc sort data= Dupsamplesort nodupkey

out = plateary.sample_library_sorted; 

by dit_uid; 

run;

proc sort data=reference_testing nodupkey

out = plateary.reference_testing_sorted; 

by DIT_UID; 

run; 

/****************************************************************************/

/*DATABASE Step 3  Merge the datasets */

/****************************************************************************/

data plateary.mergeddataset plateary.ToBeTested ;

merge plateary.sample_library_sorted (in=in1 )

plateary.reference_testing_sorted (in=in2 );

by DIT_UID;

if in1=1 and in2=1 then output plateary.mergeddataset;

else if in1=1 and in2=0 then output plateary.ToBeTested;

run;

libname database clear;

%mend AccessDatabase;

Here is the global macro program where the database 
is read in and some general processing is done to get 
it ready for merging later. 

As I said all of our teams creating product for USDA 
review get a custom database, and we build it using 
our SAS data dictionary. That way all we have to do is 
some house keeping code to clean and standardize 
the data entry (upcase, lowcase, that sort of thing).

Any variables that are not need for the USDA are 
simply dropped from the analysis dataset, and done 
way down stream of this process. 



This code is essential 
for the modification of 
the experimental 
design. The standard 
outline is one plate for 
one plate and dilution 
map. See example 1.

Depending on the experiment design a plate map may be used on multiple lots of plates, in that case I would set the map designation to point to the same 
location in the excel file, and the orientation of the excel file would place the tabs in order of plate 1 lots 1-3, plate 2 lots 1-3, etc...(See example 2).  Again I 
have an excel file that allows me to create SAS code in a fraction of the time, so this modification is not done in SAS. 
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I have highlighted a 
single section, in yellow, 
so that it is easier to see 
what changes are being 
made to the code to 
accommodate this.

%let raw_od_plate_map1 =  1; %Let in_plate_map1  = C4:N11; %Let in_dilution_map1  = C4:N11;

%let raw_od_plate_map2 =  2; %Let in_plate_map2  = C4:N11; %Let in_dilution_map2  = C4:N11;

%let raw_od_plate_map3 =  3; %Let in_plate_map3  = C4:N11; %Let in_dilution_map3  = C4:N11;

%let raw_od_plate_map4 =  4; %Let in_plate_map4  = c16:n23; %Let in_dilution_map4  = c16:n23;

%let raw_od_plate_map5 =  5; %Let in_plate_map5  = c16:n23; %Let in_dilution_map5  = c16:n23;

%let raw_od_plate_map6 =  6; %Let in_plate_map6  = c16:n23; %Let in_dilution_map6  = c16:n23;

%let raw_od_plate_map7 =  7; %Let in_plate_map7  = c28:n35; %Let in_dilution_map7  = c28:n35;

%let raw_od_plate_map8 =  8; %Let in_plate_map8  = c28:n35; %Let in_dilution_map8  = c28:n35;

%let raw_od_plate_map9 =  9; %Let in_plate_map9  = c28:n35; %Let in_dilution_map9  = c28:n35;

%let od_raw = A8:l15;

%let od_raw_meta = B2:B2;

/*Plate maps to plate numbers, this sets the plate_number variable for the raw data, and is used to merge the 

datasets later

sequential is default, however the option remains to force plate map repetition i.e. 1,2,1,2,1,2,1,2,1,2,1,2*/

/*Plate maps*/ /*Plate maps */ /*Dilution maps*/

%let raw_od_plate_map1 =  1; %Let in_plate_map1  = c4:n11; %Let in_dilution_map1  = c4:n11;

%let raw_od_plate_map2 =  2; %Let in_plate_map2  = c16:n23; %Let in_dilution_map2  = c16:n23;

%let raw_od_plate_map3 =  3; %Let in_plate_map3  = c28:n35; %Let in_dilution_map3  = c28:n35;

%let raw_od_plate_map4 =  4; %Let in_plate_map4  = c40:n47; %Let in_dilution_map4  = c40:n47;

%let raw_od_plate_map5 =  5; %Let in_plate_map5  = c52:n59; %Let in_dilution_map5  = c52:n59;

%let raw_od_plate_map6 =  6; %Let in_plate_map6  = c64:n71; %Let in_dilution_map6  = c64:n71;

%let raw_od_plate_map7 =  7; %Let in_plate_map7  = c76:n83; %Let in_dilution_map7  = c76:n83;

%let raw_od_plate_map8 =  8; %Let in_plate_map8  = c88:n95; %Let in_dilution_map8  = c88:n95;

%let raw_od_plate_map9 =  9; %Let in_plate_map9  = c100:n107; %Let in_dilution_map9  = c100:n107;

%let raw_od_plate_map10 = 10; %Let in_plate_map10  = c112:n119; %Let in_dilution_map10  = c112:n119;

…

…

%let raw_od_plate_map34 = 34; %Let in_plate_map34  = c400:n407; %Let in_dilution_map34 = c400:n407;

%let raw_od_plate_map35 = 35; %Let in_plate_map35  = c412:n419; %Let in_dilution_map35 = c412:n419;

%let raw_od_plate_map36 = 36; %Let in_plate_map36  = c424:n431; %Let in_dilution_map36 = c424:n431;

%let raw_od_plate_map37 = 37; %Let in_plate_map37  = c436:n443; %Let in_dilution_map37 = c436:n443;

%let raw_od_plate_map38 = 38; %Let in_plate_map38  = c448:n455; %Let in_dilution_map38 = c448:n455;



macro validate;

counter = _N_;

length  field  $50 field_value $12;

if strip(product_code) not in ("XXXX.XX") then do; field = "product_code"; field_value = product_code; output; end;

if strip(product_descript) not in ("SE Ab X2") then do; field = "product_descript"; field_value = product_descript; output; end;

if strip(serial) not in ("AL159", ) then do; field = "serial"; field_value = serial; output; end;

if strip(ntbk_ref) not in ("CSI-01828") then do; field = "ntbk_ref"; field_value = ntbk_ref; output; end;

if strip(initials ) not in ("EDM") then do; field = "initials"; field_value = initials; output; end;

if strip(experiment_date) not in ("01APR2015") then do; field = "date"; field_value = experiment_date; output; end;

%mend validate;

if strip(product_code) not in ("XXXX.XX") then do; field = "product_code"; field_value = product_code; output; end;

if strip (product_descript) not in ("Virus Antibody Test Kit") then do; field = "product_descript"; field_value = product_descript;output; end;

if strip(panel) not in ("FTLV1", "FTIV1", "FTHW1", "FTP", "FTN") then do; field = "panel"; field_value = panel; output; end;

if strip(serial) not in ("LJ041", "JJ775", "FK159", "FK047", "BK073" ) then do; field = "serial"; field_value = serial; output; end;

if strip(ntbk_ref) not in ("5703:31", "5703:32", "5703:33", "Master Lot") then do; field = "ntbk_ref"; field_value = ntbk_ref; output; end;

if strip(visual_operator ) not in ("AMC", "RAG", "RHF") then do; field = "visual_operator"; field_value = visual_operator; output; end;

if strip(experiment_date) not in ("08/15/2014", "04/14/2014", "06/26/2014", "07/28/2014", "01/31/2014", "02/11/2014") then do; field = 

"experiment_date"; field_value = experiment_date; output; end;

if (pos_ctrl_visual) not in (1, 0 ) then do; field = "pos_ctrl_visual"; field_value = pos_ctrl_visual; output; end;

if (analyte1_visual) not in (1, 0 ) then do; field = "analyte1_visual"; field_value = analyte1_visual; output; end;

if (analyte2_visual) not in (1, 0 ) then do; field = "analyte2_visual"; field_value = analyte2_visual; output; end;

if (analyte3_visual) not in (1, 0 ) then do; field = "analyte3_visual"; field_value = analyte3_visual; output; end;

if not(0.50 <= pos_ctrl_od <= 2.5 ) then do;  field = 'pos_ctrl_od' ;   field_value =  pos_ctrl_od ; output; end;

if not(-0.1 <= analyte1_od  <= 2.5 ) then do;  field = 'analyte1_od' ;   field_value =  analyte1_od ; output; end;

if not(-0.1 <= Analyte1_SB_numeric <= 2.5 ) then do; field = 'Analyte1_SB_Numeric' ;  field_value =  Analyte1_SB_numeric ; output; end;

if not(-0.1 <= analyte2_od  <= 2.5 ) then do;  field = 'analyte2_od' ;   field_value =  analyte2_od ; output; end;

if not(-0.1 <= Analyte2_SB_numeric <= 2.5 ) then do; field = 'Analyte2_SB_Numeric' ;  field_value =  Analyte2_SB_numeric ; output; end;

if not(-0.1 <= analyte3_od  <= 2.5 ) then do;  field = 'analyte3_od' ;   field_value =  analyte3_od ; output; end;

if not(-0.1 <= Analyte3_SB_numeric <= 2.5 ) then do; field = 'Analyte3_SB_Numeric' ;  field_value =  Analyte3_SB_numeric ; output; end;

if not(0.20 <= bkgd_od <= 0.60 ) then do;  field = 'bkgd_od' ;  field_value =  bkgd_od ; output; end;

Next is some validation 
code, this helps to make 
sure that if there are 
any data issues that 
that can be identified 
later. For digitally 
collected data the 
validation is short and 
sweat.  

This is a more robust example of some validation programming. This came from a program that looked at hand entered data from the operator, and helps 
detect data entry errors.  



/*****************************************/

/* S2 Temp Data set   */

/*****************************************/

/*run the various macros that create temporary datasets from the source code*/

data _null_;

%panels_for_study ;

%serials_used_study;

%lpd_gen_temp_plate_map(&MC117);

%lpd_gen_temp_dilution_map(&MC117);

%lpd_gen_temp_raw_od_map(&MC117);

%hardiware_metadata3(&MC117);

/*%hardiware_metadata2(&MC117); for use with QC hardiware output*/

%coordinates;

%metadata;

run;

data _null_;

%plate_to_colums(&MC117);

%dilution_to_colums(&MC117);

%raw_od_to_colums(&MC117);

%raw_od_merge_meta(&MC117);

%plate_map_merge(&MC117);

%dilution_map_merge(&MC117);

%raw_od_coordinates_meta_merge(&MC117);

run;

Now we get into the fun parts! The following step, as 
succinct as it is, does the lions share of the work in the 
program, and has a plethora of code being called from the 
global macro library. I will outline each global macro and 
its function in the following slides, as well as some dataset 
snapshots. 

Group 1 code:

This code imports the data from the excel file, and creates 
temporary SAS datasets for further processing. This is 
where MC117 comes into play, and dictates how many 
times this code will iterate through to make sure that all of 
the tabs within the file are read in and identified correctly.

Group 2 code:

This code takes the temporary SAS datasets from group 1 
and transposes them from the 8x12 format to columns, 
and then merges them together. It also prepares them for 
merging further down stream

This small code is the keystone to the process. It creates 
the variable used to marge all of the datasets together.
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%macro merge_corrector;

do i = 1 to 96; counter = i; output; end; drop f1 i;

%mend merge_corrector;



%macro panels_for_study(howmany);

/*Panel data*/

proc import %file_location OUT= work.panel_data DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="set_up"; RANGE= 

"A12:B17";run;

data panels_in_study; length sample_type $10 sample_id $12 dit_uid $10 ; set panel_data; where f2 not in ('NPS'); 

sample_type = "PANEL"; dit_uid = f2; sample_id = f1; drop f1 f2 sample_id;  run;

%mend panels_for_study;

%macro serials_used_study(howmany);

/*Panel data*/

proc import %file_location OUT= serial_data DBMS=EXCELCS ;  SHEET="set_up"; RANGE= "A18:B21";run;

data serials_in_study; length serial $10 serial_id $10 ; set serial_data; where f2 not in ('NPS'); serial_id = f1; 

serial = strip(f2); drop f1 f2 ;  run;

%mend serials_used_study;

%macro lpd_gen_temp_plate_map (howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

proc import %file_location OUT= plate_map&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="plate-maps"; RANGE= "&in_plate_map&i";run;

%end;

%mend lpd_gen_temp_plate_map;

%macro lpd_gen_temp_raw_od_map(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

proc import %file_location OUT= raw_od_map&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="&plate_tab&i"; RANGE= "&od_raw";run;

%end;

%mend lpd_gen_temp_raw_od_map;

%macro lpd_gen_temp_dilution_map(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

proc import %file_location OUT= dilution_map&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="dilution-maps"; RANGE= "&in_dilution_map&i";run;

%end;

%mend lpd_gen_temp_dilution_map;

Group 1
The first two macros import 
the experiment meta data 
from the excel file, for the 
panels and lots being used, 
and creates temporary SAS 
datasets.

The next two macros import the plate maps and the dilution maps from the template and creates a temporary SAS dataset. SAS is using the MC117 value to 
populate the (howmany) value, and the “%do i=1 %to &howmany” is driving the sequence and using “i” to name the output datasets so that they remain aligned to 
their plate maps “OUT= plate_map&i“, as well as dictating which range value to use to import the plate maps “RANGE= "&in_plate_map&i";”.

The next  macro imports each raw OD tab in the template and creates a temporary SAS dataset, again using the MC117 value to drive the numbering.



1 - %macro lpd_gen_temp_plate_map (howmany);

2 - %do i=1 %to &howmany;

3 - proc import %file_location OUT= plate_map&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="plate-maps"; RANGE= "&in_plate_map&i";run;

4 - %end;

5 - %mend lpd_gen_temp_plate_map;

I am going to take a moment and walk though this code as its 
pulling several “I believe buttons” at the same time. you will see 
several versions of this throughout my program, so this will be 
functional descriptions only, not specifically what this code does 
to the data. 

1 – In this line I am evoking the %macro to let SAS know that I want this to be a macro, I name the macro, and the “(howmany)” dictates how many times I 
want this macro to run. The MC117 let statement puts the value I assign to it in the “(howmany)” when SAS executes this code. That will tell SAS that I want 
it to run 38 times for this instance. 

2 – This line is telling SAS that I want a variable, named “i” created and that I want its value to be numeric and set to 1 for the initialization, but that I 
want it to equal the value of “(howmany)”, which equals MC117; or rather the iteration that the macro is currently on, which could be a value from 1 to 38.

3 – This line is performing the import, using the value of the let statement “file_location” which is the network location and file name. 
1. The output dataset is “plate_map&i” which will create “plate_map1” through “plate_map38”
2. The excel option for range is calling “"&in_plate_map&i";“ which is doing several things. First it assigns the value of “i” and creates the 

let statement name (ex. In_plate_map1) which goes back to the large group of excel range mappings (slide 10) and grabs the 
assigned excel range from the %let statement that it is equal to (ex. In_plate_map1 = C4:N11).   

3. It continues to run though the iterations, and setting the values of “i” to the current iteration, and extracting data from the SAS code and the 
excel file, until it completes iteration 38. 

4 and 5 – this finishes the code. 



%macro hardiware_metadata3 (howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

/*notes*/proc import %file_location OUT= notes&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="&plate_tab&i"; RANGE= "b7:b7";  run; 

/*plate_lot_num*/proc import %file_location OUT= plate_lot_num&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="&plate_tab&i"; RANGE= "B2:B2";  run;

/*hardiware_plate_number*/proc import %file_location OUT= hw_plate_num&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="&plate_tab&i"; RANGE= "B3:B3"; run;

/*plate_reader_date*/proc import %file_location OUT= plate_rdr_date&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="&plate_tab&i"; RANGE= "B4:B4"; run;

/*plate_reader_time*/proc import %file_location OUT= plate_rdr_time&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="&plate_tab&i"; RANGE= "B5:B5";  run;

/*wavelength*/proc import %file_location OUT= wavelength&i DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ; GETNAMES=NO; SHEET="&plate_tab&i"; RANGE= "B6:B6";  run;

/* data steps to convert import to temp datasets*/

data notesA&i; length notes $20; set notes&i; notes = f1;  drop f1; run;

data plate_lot_numA&i; length serial_id $10; set plate_lot_num&i;  serial = f1;  drop f1; run;

data hw_plate_numA&i; length hardiware_plate_number $20; set hw_plate_num&i; hardiware_plate_number = f1;  drop f1; run;

data plate_rdr_dateA&i;  set plate_rdr_date&i;  plate_reader_date = put(f1, date9.);  drop f1; run;

data plate_rdr_timeA&i; length plate_reader_time $5; set plate_rdr_time&i ; plate_reader_time = put(f1, hhmm.);  drop f1; run;

data wavelengthA&i; length wavelength $6; set wavelength&i; wavelength  = f1;  drop f1; run;

data source_tabA&i; length excel_tab_name $35 ; excel_tab_name = "&plate_tab&i"; ; run;

data notesB&i;  set notesA&i; %merge_corrector; run;

data plate_lot_numB&i;  set plate_lot_numA&i; %merge_corrector; run;

data hw_plate_numB&i;  set hw_plate_numA&i; %merge_corrector; run;

data plate_rdr_dateB&i;  set plate_rdr_dateA&i; %merge_corrector; run;

data plate_rdr_timeB&i; set  plate_rdr_timeA&i; %merge_corrector; run;

data wavelengthB&i; set wavelengthA&i; %merge_corrector; run;

data source_tab&i; set source_tabA&i; %merge_corrector; run;

data raw_od_meta_map&i;

merge 

notesB&i

plate_lot_numB&i

hw_plate_numB&i

plate_rdr_dateB&i

plate_rdr_timeB&i

wavelengthB&i

source_tab&i;

by counter;

run;

%end;

%mend hardiware_metadata;

Group 1

This macro imports the metadata contained in the upper section of the raw OD 
tab. 

It has several steps:

It first imports the metadata using the “(howmany)” to drive the itterations.

Then processes the import datasets aligning the variables to the expected 
parameters, lengths and types.

It then applies the “merge_corrector” key and prepares the datasets for 
merging.

The files are then merged together.



%macro coordinates;

data coordinates;

length row $1

column $2;

do s = 1 to 8;

if s in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) then do;

do j = 01 to 12;

/*A*/ if s = 1 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "A"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

/*B*/ if s = 2 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "B"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

/*C*/ if s = 3 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "C"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

/*D*/ if s = 4 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "D"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

/*E*/ if s = 5 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "E"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

/*F*/ if s = 6 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "F"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

/*G*/ if s = 7 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "G"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

/*H*/ if s = 8 and j in (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) then do; row = "H"; column = (j);  counter +1; output; end;

end;

end;

end;

drop s j;

%mend coordinates;

Group 1This next bit of code is the piece de resistance. This little marvel creates a dataset that has row and column vertically and has the counter variable 
for use in merging. The beauty of it is that with some simple modification it can accommodate other types of plate platforms, such as: 2x3, 3x4, 
4x6, 6x8, and of course the 8x12 simply by coding out the s and j counts.

For example the code could be modified for a 3x4 plate by commenting out the additional rows and columns: 
do s = 1 to 3;

do j = 01 to 04;



%macro metadata;

/*Patentsafe*/proc import %file_location OUT= patent_safe DBMS=EXCELCS ;  SHEET="set_up"; RANGE= "b6:b6";  run;

/*initials*/proc import %file_location OUT= initials DBMS=EXCELCS ;  SHEET="set_up"; RANGE= "b5:b5";  run;

/*product*/proc import %file_location OUT= product DBMS=EXCELCS ;  SHEET="set_up"; RANGE= "b7:b7"; run;

/*product_description*/proc import %file_location OUT= product_description DBMS=EXCELCS ;  SHEET="set_up"; RANGE= "b8:b8"; run;

/*experiment_date*/proc import %file_location OUT= experiment_date DBMS=EXCELCS ;  SHEET="set_up"; RANGE= "b9:b9";  run;

/* data steps to convert import to temp datasets*/

data patent_safe1; length ntbk_ref $40; set patent_safe; ntbk_ref = f1;  drop f1; run;

data initials1; length initials $3; set initials; initials = f1;  drop f1; run;

data product1; length product_code $15; set product; product_code = strip(put (f1, 15.2));   drop f1; run;

data product_description1; length product_descript $50; set product_description; product_descript = f1; drop f1; run;

data experiment_date1; set experiment_date; experiment_date = put(f1, date9.);   drop f1; run;

data patent_safe2;  set patent_safe1; %merge_corrector; run;

data initials2;  set initials1; %merge_corrector; run;

data product2;  set product1; %merge_corrector; run;

data product_description2;  set product_description1; %merge_corrector; run;

data experiment_date2; set experiment_date1; %merge_corrector; run;

/*Merge the metadata datasets and prepare than for merging with plate data*/

data merged_metadata;

merge 

patent_safe2

initials2

product2

product_description2

experiment_date2;

by counter;

run;

%mend metadata;

Group 1

This macro imports the metadata contained in the upper section of the 
set_up tab of the excel file. 

It has several steps:

It first imports the metadata.

Then processes the import datasets aligning the variables to the 
expected parameters.

It then applies the “merge_corrector” key and prepares the datasets for 
merging.

The files are then merged together.



%macro plate_to_colums(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany; 

data column_plate_map&i; length plate_map_number 8; set plate_map&i; plate_number = &i;    plate_map_number = &i;  

%align_plate_to_columns; run;

%end;

%mend plate_to_colums;

%macro dilution_to_colums(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany; 

data column_dilution_map&i; length plate_map_number 8; set dilution_map&i; plate_number = &i;    plate_map_number = &i;  

%align_dilution_to_column; run;

%end;

%mend dilution_to_colums;

%macro raw_od_to_colums(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

data column_raw_od_map&i; length plate_map_number 8; set raw_od_map&i; plate_number = &i;   plate_map_number = 

"&raw_od_plate_map&i";  %align_raw_od_to_column; run;

%end;

%mend raw_od_to_colums;

Group 2

/* Array programing to convert 8x12 dit_uid plate map to column*/

%macro align_plate_to_columns;

length 

dit_uid $10

plate_number 8

product_code $15;

array rows [12] $3 F1-F12;

do i= 1 to 12;

dit_uid = rows [i];

counter +1;

product_code = "&product_code";

output;

end;

drop i F1-F12;

%mend align_plate_to_columns;

This begins the second group of code that process the temporary datasets from the group 1 code. This takes the temporary import files from 
their 8x12 format and transposes them to columns. 

This section of code is what does the 
transposition. 



%macro raw_od_merge_meta(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;  

data serial_raw_od_map&i;  length plate_map_number 8; set raw_od_meta_map&i; plate_number = &i;   plate_map_number = 

"&raw_od_plate_map&i";  run;

%end;

%mend raw_od_merge_meta;

%macro plate_map_merge(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;  

data final_plate_map&i; merge column_plate_map&i coordinates ; by counter; drop counter; run;

%end;

%mend plate_map_merge;

%macro dilution_map_merge(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

data final_dilution_map&i; merge column_dilution_map&i coordinates ; by counter; drop counter; run;

%end;

%mend dilution_map_merge;

%macro raw_od_coordinates_meta_merge(howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

data final_raw_od_map&i; merge merged_metadata column_raw_od_map&i coordinates serial_raw_od_map&i ; by counter; drop 

counter; run;

%end;

%mend raw_od_coordinates_meta_merge;

Group 2

The following code merges the processed datasets together for further processing

The following code creates a dataset for the raw OD tab metadata so that is can be merged later



/*****************************************/

/* S3 Assemble all data sets into final*/

/*****************************************/

data _null_;

%plate_maps(&MC117);

%dilution_maps(&MC117);

%raw_od_maps(&MC117);

run;

%macro plate_maps (howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

proc append base = plate_maps data = final_plate_map&i; run;

%end;

%mend plate_maps;

%macro dilution_maps (howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

proc append base = dilution_maps data = final_dilution_map&i; run;

%end;

%mend dilution_maps;

%macro raw_od_maps (howmany);

%do i=1 %to &howmany;

proc append base =  raw_od_maps data = final_raw_od_map&i; run;

%end;

%mend raw_od_maps;

The step 3 code begins to append the plate 
map data, dilutions map data, and raw OD 
data. 

/*****************************************/

/* S4 Merge all data sets into final   */

/*****************************************/

/*Final merge of dit_uid plate maps, dilution plate maps, 

and raw_od plate maps*/

proc sort data = plate_maps ; by plate_map_number row 

column ; run;

proc sort data = dilution_maps; by plate_map_number row 

column ; run;

proc sort data = raw_od_maps ; by plate_map_number row 

column ; run;

data merge_plate_data;

merge plate_maps dilution_maps raw_od_maps ;

by plate_map_number row column;

run;

proc sort data = merge_plate_data; by serial_id ;run;

The step 4 code creates the final dataset 
structure. 



/*****************************************/

/* S5 apply serial_conversion */

/*****************************************/

data plateary.final2;

merge

merge_plate_data (in=in1 )

serials_in_study (in=in2 )

;

by serial_id;

if in1=1 ;

run;

/*use this code if no samples from access database*/

/*data plateary.samples;*/

/*set plateary.mergeddataset;*/

/*run;*/

proc sort data = plateary.final2 out = plateary.final2_sorted; by dit_uid; run;

/*use this code if no samples from access database*/

/*proc sort data = plateary.samples out = plateary.samples_sorted; by dit_uid; run;*/

data plateary.merged_vat;

/*use this code if no samples from access database*/

/*plateary.final2_sorted (in=in1 )*/

/*plateary.samples_sorted(in=in2 )*/

/*;*/

/*by dit_uid;*/

/*if in1=1;*/

set plateary.final2_sorted;

run;

proc sort data = plateary.merged_vat SORTSEQ=ASCII; by plate_number row column ;run;

This step 5 code could use a bit more 
automation but its only in that rare 
instance that no samples were pulled from 
an access database. 

In that instance an excel file was provided 
and a separate program was needed to 
import and clean that up so the SAS work 
was done outside of this program. 



/*************************************************************/

/* S6 derived variables for mean plate OD (POS-NEG) */

/*************************************************************/

proc sql;

create table plateary.neg_mean_ods as

select plate_map_number, plate_number, round(mean(analyte1_od), 0.001) as neg_meanod

from plateary.merged_vat

where dit_uid in ("NC")

group by plate_map_number, plate_number;

quit;

proc sql;

create table plateary.pos_mean_ods as

select plate_map_number, plate_number, round(mean(analyte1_od), 0.001) as pos_meanod

from plateary.merged_vat

where dit_uid in ("PC")

group by plate_map_number, plate_number;

quit;

data plateary.calculations;

merge

plateary.merged_vat (in= in1)

plateary.neg_mean_ods (in = in2)

plateary.pos_mean_ods (in = in3);

by plate_map_number plate_number;

if in1 =1;

/*sn =  round ( (analyte1_od ) - (neg_meanod ) , 0.01);*/

s_p= round( (analyte1_od - neg_meanod) / (pos_meanod - neg_meanod) ,  0.01);

/*s_n= round( (analyte1_od - pos_meanod) / (neg_meanod - pos_meanod) ,  0.01);*/

run;

So I have heard presenters say that 
its easier to list what SAS cannot do 
than it is to list what I can do. So 
with that in mind here is an 
example of where SAS is a pain in 
the rear and its better to use 
another programming language. 

This step 6 code illustrates where 
using SQL language completes this 
task quickly and eloquently, where 
as the SAS code might involve 
multiple datasets and merging to 
complete. 

This, simply put, takes the mean of 
the Positive Control (PC) and the 
mean of the Negative Control(NC) 
based on the “plate_map_number” 
and “plate_map” variables and 
creates a table that I can use to 
merge into the final dataset and 
perform some math with. SQL can 
do all of this in a single step, within 
the SAS environment. 



/*****************************************************/

/* S8 validation and final datasets       */

/*****************************************************/

Data plateary.validation_pcode&product_code&exp_id;

set plateary.pre_validation_final_data;

%validate;

run;

data plateary.validated_pcode_&product_code&exp_id;

set plateary.pre_validation_final_data;

drop notes;

run;

This step 8 code creates two datasets. 

The first one has any detected errors, what 
they are and where in the data they reside. 

The second is an absolute final dataset 
ready to go to the Statisticians for analysis. 
If the number of records in the validation 
dataset is 0 then the data is sent to STATS. 


